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Abstract 
To improve the efficiency of collision detection between rigid bodies in complex scenes, this 

paper proposes a method based on hybrid bounding volume hierarchies for collision detection. In order to 
improve the simulation performance, the method is based on weighted oriented bounding box and makes 
dense sampling on the convex hulls of the geometric models. The hierarchical bounding volume tree is 
composed of many layers. The uppermost layer adopts a cubic bounding box, while lower layers employ 
weighted oriented bounding box. In the meantime, the data of weighted oriented bounding box is reused 
for triangle intersection check. We test the method using two scenes. The first scene contains two Buddha 
models with totally 361,690 triangle facets. The second scene is composed of 200 models with totally 115, 
200 triangle facets. The experiments verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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1. Introduction 

Collision detection is widely used in computer games, virtual surgery, physical 
simulation, robotics and so on [1, 2]. It plays an extremely important role in these fields. The 
purposes of collision detection are to detect whether the collision between objects occurs or not, 
and to know when and where the collision occurs. With the advance of virtual reality technology 
in recent years, the difficulties of the scene simulation also increases. In the same time, data 
structures and algorithms about collision detection have become more and more complex in 
dealing with such large data sets, especially for real-time calculation. Research on the collision 
detection method has long history, and many researchers have researched deeply and put 
forward a series of efficient algorithms based on bounding box. Bounding box tightly contains 
the object but with simple geometric characteristics, to approximately describe the object. 
Before conducting the collision detection among real objects, the intersection of bounding boxes 
is checked firstly. If the intersection happens, a further collision detection is needed. 

There are some common types of bounding boxes such as Axis-Aligned Bounding Box 
(AABB) [3], Oriented Bounding Box (OBB) [4], K-DOPs [5], and Spheres [6]. Different types of 
bounding boxes have different focus, for example the simplicity and tightness. The simplicity 
and tightness of bounding box are often contradictory. Recently, most researches mainly focus 
on improving the efficiency and accuracy of collision detection algorithms. Figueiredo [7] uses 
the overlapping multi-axis bounding box, which can filter disjoint objects fast and improve the 
efficiency of collision detection. Maciel [8] employs the sphere for fast collision detection among 
objects. Lai [9] uses sphere and cylinder to represent objects for quick navigation in the scene, 
which is fast but not accurate enough. Chang [10] combines the sphere with OBB to improve 
the speed of collision detection, but because of the limitations of the sphere, the accuracy of 
detection is not enough. Single type of bounding box has some deficiencies and accuracy 
problems in real-time collision detection [11], therefore more and more researchers propose 
many algorithms combining the advantages of different bounding boxes. Among them, 
Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVH) [12-14] is one of the most widely used, which can work in 
complex environments. Arbabi [15] uses cylindrical and radial space segmentation method to 
perform collision detection for joint connection. This method has a better precision with limited 
usage in collision detection of boundary movement. In recent years, many researchers use 
hardware acceleration to speed up the collision detection with the help of better computer 
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performance [16-18]. Xie [19] combines hierarchical bounding sphere with GPU acceleration to 
simulate collision detection among rigid bodies for rhinoplasty. Shen [20] adopts the mixed 
bounding volume hierarchy tree to detect the potential collision object sets quickly, and then 
uses the streaming pattern algorithm for accurate collision detection. But these approaches 
have not taken the advantages of different types of bounding boxes. 

In this paper, we propose an improved hybrid hierarchical collision detection method 
based on data reuse. We combine the simplicity of improved AABB and the tightness of OBB to 
build hybrid BVH structure for objects. Our improved hybrid hierarchical structure has two 
layers. The uppermost layer uses optimized cubic bounding box, which is easy to rotate and 
transform. By this way, the objects are not intersected in the scene can be excluded quickly. 
The lower layers use the OBB, which has better tightness and can be used for further collision 
detection for those intersected objects found in the upper layer. The method can improve the 
efficiency and accuracy of collision detection by taking the advantages of the hybrid hierarchical 
bounding structures. In the meantime, we introduce a new algorithm for triangle intersection 
check by reusing the OBB data [21], which can effectively reduce the calculation and further 
improve the efficiency. 

This paper is organized as follows. Following the introduction in Sec. 1, Sec. 2 presents 
the improved hybrid hierarchical collision detection method based on data reuse. In Sec. 3, the 
method is applied to the collision detection of two models and multiple models respectively. We 
also compare the performance of our method with other approaches. Finally, some conclusions 
and discussions are made in Sec. 4. 
 
 
2. Research Method 

The collision detection among AABB is simple and fast, which can be accomplished 
within six tests. When the object moves, AABB has to be rebuilt. A given object’s OBB is the 
smallest cuboid that contains the object. Compared to AABB, OBB has better tightness, but the 
intersection check is more expensive. 

The most used method to determine whether two convex hulls are intersected or not is 
to use the separating axis test [22]. The number of separating axis depends on the type of 
bounding box. For example, AABB has 3 ( x , y , z ) typical separating axes. OBB has 15 typical 
separating axes, so the intersection check of two OBBs could take up to 15 comparison 
operations, 60 addition operations, 81 multiplication operations, and 24 absolute value 
operations [23]. 

Traditional hybrid BVH just simply uses two different bounding boxes to enclose every 
object for better compactness and fast excluding disjoint objects [24]. When the objects are 
close but not collide, they can be separated simply because of bounding box’s tightness, thus 
the performance of hybrid BVH is better than that of single bounding box. However, when two 
objects are intersected, the intersection of bounding box structures is going to be checked 
multiply times, which brings redundant calculations. Thus it is unable to fulfill the requirements 
of real-time collision detection. This paper provides an efficient hybrid hierarchical collision 
detection method based on data reuse. We integrate the cubic bounding box and weighted OBB 
to form a hybrid hierarchical structure in the pretreatment phase. Then we introduce the triangle 
intersection check algorithm by reusing the OBB data, which can effectively reduce the 
calculation time and improve the performance of collision detection. 
 
2.1. From AABB to Cubic Bounding Box 

To reduce the memory consumption and to speed up the calculation, we use cubic 
bounding box, which is a special kind of AABB. The cubic bounding box has the same half-width 
extent (or radius r ) in three axes, and the center-radius representation is adopted. We suppose 
that the model is composed of N  triangles, and io , ip , iq  are the vertexes of triangle i , and 
the center point of cubic bounding box is: 

 

1
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The half-width extent or radius is: 
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Where dist (⋅,⋅) is the function to calculate the distance between two points. Since the cubic 
bounding box has the same radius in three axes, therefore, the object can move or rotate 
without changing the radius. This method not only reduces the storage usage, but also 
accelerates the bounding box updating. The intersection check of cubic bounding box is simpler 
than sphere’s. Suppose that ( x , y , z ) is the center point of cubic bounding box, then the 
minimum coordinate ( −x r , −y r , −z r ) and the maximum coordinate ( +x r , +y r , +z r ) can be 
gotten quickly. It can achieve intersection check within six tests. 

In order to improve the efficiency, the spatial and temporal correlation is introduced. We 
use three lists to save the projective coordinates of objects in three ( x , y , z ) axes 
respectively. When the object’s state changes, the method updates the three lists and quickly 
finds the bounding box pairs that intersect in the projection, and puts those pairs into a global 
dictionary. It will get object pairs out from the global dictionary when further intersection check is 
required. A traversal algorithm is used for detecting the collisions between sibling subtrees. We 
build a new list for each object to record the neighbors those collide with the object. We 
deduplicate the list to exclude redundant collisions. When two objects collide, the object with 
larger ID number will be stored in the list of the object with smaller ID number. If the list is 
empty, there was no collision with the object. According to the above analysis, our method takes 
advantages of the spatial and temporal correlation of object’s movement, and makes it not 
necessary to traverse from the tree root, avoiding useless calculation, so speeds up the collision 
detection process. 
 
2.2. Weighted Oriented Bounding Box 

Traditional method for computing the center point of OBB is to get the mean position of 
all vertexes. But in practice, the sizes of the triangles that constitute the object are nonuniform, 
so using the traditional method will make the calculated center point tend to crowded triangle 
facets. This paper proposes weighted oriented bounding box. We make a dense sampling for 
the points of convex hull surfaces in order to reduce the impact of crowded triangle facets. In the 
i -th triangular facet of convex hull, the center point is: 
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And the surface area is: 
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The total area of the convex hull is: 
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The center of the bounding box is: 
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Let j  and k  be the component of ( x , y , z ), and according to the above analysis, the 

covariance ,j kCov  is: 
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2.3. Hybrid Hierarchical Bounding Volume Tree 
In this paper, we create hybrid bounding box tree for objects in the virtual environment. 

The tree is composed of several layers. The uppermost layer uses the cubic bounding box (Sec. 
2.1), and the lower layers use weighted OBB (Sec. 2.2) with better tightness. This algorithm not 
only can exclude nonintersecting objects in complex scenes quickly, but also can do accurate 
collision detection. It has better real-time detection efficiency and tightness. Even in the worst 
case, there is only one intersection check for every bounding box in each layer, which fully 
reflects the advantages of the hybrid bounding box structure. 

Compared with RAPID algorithm [4], which is a widely-used bounding volume hierarchy 
tree implementation based on OBB, the improved hybrid BVH has several advantages:  

1. Reduce the amount of memory usage. Because cubic bounding box requires 4 
floats, and OBB only needs 15 floats, the amount of memory that used to store the bounding 
boxes are reduced.  

2. Simple intersection check. In this algorithm, the root node uses cubic bounding box 
instead of OBB. The intersection checks among cubic bounding boxes need fewer calculation 
operations and are simpler.  

3. Reduce collision detection time. In real-time detection process, the cubic bounding 
box does not need updates, and can quickly exclude most nonintersecting objects, thus save a 
lot of unnecessary intersect checking time. 

 
2.4. Triangle Intersection Check by Reusing the OBB Data 

If two bounding boxes are intersecting, it doesn’t mean that the two objects really 
collide, so a further intersection check is required. We use the interval intersection algorithm [25] 
to check whether triangle facets intersect or not. The detail of this algorithm is as follow: 

1. Calculate plane equations of two triangles respectively. If all vertices of one triangle 
reside in the same side of another triangle, the two triangles do not intersect.  

2. If these two planes intersect, figure out the intersecting line L  of two planes. Then 
establish a coordinate system which has an axis paralleling to L .  

3. Calculate the projection intervals of the two triangles in the coordinate system.  
4. If these two intervals overlap, the two triangles intersect.  
In order to improve the efficiency of the above algorithm, the OBB-based triangle 

intersection check method [21] is adopted. In traditional triangle intersection check, coordinate 
transformation is necessary, which means that one bounding box or triangle must be 
represented in another one’s coordinate system. 

In our method, each leaf node in the hybrid BVH is a rectangle, which contains only one 
triangle. At leaf nodes, we represent each triangle using the coordinate system of its bounding 
box. By reusing the coordinate system information, it is easy to calculate the point-to-plane 
distance. In this way, the redundant calculations in triangle intersection check are reduced. 
Thereby the efficiency of collision detection is increased. 
 
 
3. Experiments and Results 

To test the performance of the improved method, it is compared with RAPID. The 
algorithm I is based on the improvement Sec. 2.1 to 2.3. And improved algorithm II takes all the 
improvements into account. 

This algorithm is implemented using OpenGL graphics library and is run on a machine 
with Intel Core2 Duo T5750 processor, 2 GB DDR2 667MHz memory and NVIDIA GeForce 
8400M GS graphics card. We test the method using two scenes. The first scene (Figure 1) 
contains two Buddhas, each of which has 180,845 triangular facets and moves in a specific 
trajectory. The second scene (Figure 1) includes 200 models with totally 115,200 triangle facets. 

The experimental results are shown in Figure 2. The experiments show that when the 
number of intersected triangle grows, the collision detection time for all methods increases. In 
both the two-model scene and the multi-model scene, our improved hybrid hierarchical collision 
detection method performs better than RAPID. When the number of models is small, the 
difference between algorithm I and RAPID is slight. But when there are a lot of models, the 
advantage of improved Algorithm I gradually appears. This is because the intersection check of 
improved cubic bounding box is faster than OBB. And there is no need to update when the 
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object’s state changes. Reusing the OBB data for triangle intersection check and introducing 
spatio-temporal correlation can reduce redundant calculation and have significant contribution to 
performance improvement. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 1. The scenes of Buddhas (left) and teapots (right). 
 
 

  

 
 

Figure 2. The experimental results of Buddhas (left) and teapots (right). 
 

 
4. Conclusion 

This paper has presented an improved hybrid hierarchical collision detection method 
that takes the advantages of improved cubic bounding box, weighted OBB, hybrid hierarchical 
bounding volume tree, and data reusing. The method improves the efficiency of collision 
detection. Compared with traditional collision detection algorithms, the experimental results 
have shown that this method has better performance in both two-model scene and multi-model 
scene. 
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